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Over the past few years, Só Dança has been tirelessly perfecting new technology that helps reduce injury and 

outlasts the long-established paper maché pointe shoes.  With innovative engineering that respects past tradition, 

Elektra Tech provides comfort and safety like never before. With an interchangeable shank system that uses a 

resilient housing, you will be able to customize your shoes for each foot, variation, or situation.

DURABILITY  -  CUSTOMIZATION  -  INJURY PREVENTION

E L E K T R A  T E C H
The technology behind the latest and greatest in pointe shoe innovation.

Elektra Tech - Pointe & Accessories  |

INNOVATION

P-324  JOY II
Sizes:              Adult 2 - 9.5 
Widths:          B, C, D, E
Shanks:          60 total options, please see           
                        EKSHANK

Size recommendation: 
1½ sizes down from street

-  Designed for the Greek or Egyptian foot 

with longer toes
-  Higher vamp appearance is created with 
the fabric while the box is cute down to 
allow for a perfect roll-through
-  Round elastic drawstring that is 
secured at the back of the heel for tendon 
protection
-  Thin micro-suede out-sole and foot 
enveloping foam inside the box

Light Pink Mocha

VEGAN

White*Black* Red*

* Special order colors

GREEK EGYPTIAN

Balanced platform

Tapered elegant box

Elasticized drawstringRounded edge (back of the 
box to roll up and down)

Easy to sew ribbons and 
elastics

Clean pleats

Shaped, soft heel

Micro-suede sole

Scan to see
it in action



Over the past few years, Só Dança has been tirelessly perfecting new technology that helps reduce injury and 

outlasts the long-established paper maché pointe shoes.  With innovative engineering that respects past tradition, 

Elektra Tech provides comfort and safety like never before. With an interchangeable shank system that uses a 

resilient housing, you will be able to customize your shoes for each foot, variation, or situation.

DURABILITY  -  CUSTOMIZATION  -  INJURY PREVENTION

E L E K T R A  T E C H
The technology behind the latest and greatest in pointe shoe innovation.

Elektra Tech - Pointe & Accessories  |

INNOVATION

P-324  JOY II
Sizes: Adult 2 - 9.5 
Widths:          B, C, D, E
Shanks:          60 total options, please see   

EKSHANK

Size recommendation:
1½ sizes down from street

- Designed for the Greek or Egyptian foot

with longer toes
- Higher vamp appearance is created with
the fabric while the box is cute down to
allow for a perfect roll-through
- Round elastic drawstring that is
secured at the back of the heel for tendon 
protection
- Thin micro-suede out-sole and foot
enveloping foam inside the box

Light Pink Mocha

VEGAN

White*Black* Red*

* Special order colors

GREEK EGYPTIAN

Balanced platform

Tapered elegant box

Elasticized drawstringRounded edge (back of the 
box to roll up and down)

Easy to sew ribbons and 
elastics

Clean pleats

Shaped, soft heel

Micro-suede sole

Scan to see
it in action
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EKSHANK
Sizes:         2-3.5, 4-5.5, 6-7.5, 8-9.5

O = 0% or NO reinforcement
I = 45% reinforcement
III = 55% reinforcement
V = 75% reinforcement
X = 100% of FULL reinforcement

EKRING
Sizes:         1 - 5
Material:  Elastic

-  Elastic support ring that hugs the shank 
to the foot
-  Provides a better aesthetic to the foot
-  Can help dancers be properly placed on 
the platform
-  Can reduce twisting by securing the 
shank to the center of the foot

-  Customize the strength of the shank for

each dancer
-  Dancers can use two different shanks 
(left/right) if necessary

Light Pink

FLEX FIRM ULTRA
FIRM

SUPER
UF

O I III V X O I III V X OI III V X
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Light Pink Mocha

P-320  ALEGRIA
Sizes: Adult 2 - 9.5
Widths:          B, C, D, E
Shanks:          60 total options, please see   

EKSHANK

Size recommendation:
1½ sizes down from street

- Designed for the Greek or Egyptian

foot with shorter toes
- Shorter vamp, reduced box with a
wider throat
- Round elastic drawstring that is
secured at the back of the heel for 
tendon protection
- Thin micro-suede out-sole and foot
enveloping foam inside the box

White*Black* Red*

* Special order colors

VEGAN GREEK EGYPTIAN

IN
NOVATIO

N

Balanced platform

Tapered elegant box

Elasticized drawstring Rounded edge

Easy to sew ribbons
 and elastics

Clean pleats

Shaped, soft heel

Micro-suede sole

Scan to see
it in action
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EKSHANK
Sizes:         2-3.5, 4-5.5, 6-7.5, 8-9.5

O = 0% or NO reinforcement
I = 45% reinforcement
III = 55% reinforcement
V = 75% reinforcement
X = 100% of FULL reinforcement

EKRING
Sizes:         1 - 5
Material:  Elastic

- Elastic support ring that hugs the shank
to the foot
- Provides a better aesthetic to the foot
- Can help dancers be properly placed on
the platform
- Can reduce twisting by securing the
shank to the center of the foot

- Customize the strength of the shank for 

each dancer
- Dancers can use two different shanks
(left/right) if necessary

Light Pink

FLEX FIRM ULTRA
FIRM

SUPER
UF

O I III V X O I III V X OI III V X
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Light Pink Mocha

P-320  ALEGRIA
Sizes:              Adult 2 - 9.5
Widths:          B, C, D, E
Shanks:          60 total options, please see 
                        EKSHANK

Size recommendation: 
1½ sizes down from street

-  Designed for the Greek or Egyptian 

foot with shorter toes
-  Shorter vamp, reduced box with a 
wider throat
-  Round elastic drawstring that is 
secured at the back of the heel for 
tendon protection
-  Thin micro-suede out-sole and foot 
enveloping foam inside the box

White*Black* Red*

* Special order colors

VEGAN GREEK EGYPTIAN

IN
NOVATIO

N

Balanced platform

Tapered elegant box

Elasticized drawstring Rounded edge

Easy to sew ribbons
 and elastics

Clean pleats

Shaped, soft heel

Micro-suede sole

Scan to see
it in action


